
Our growing company is looking for a senior financial analyst, corporate. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior financial analyst, corporate

Provide financial analysis and insights on ad hoc projects for CEO, CFO and
Strategy Team
Supervise the preparation of annual revenue budget for multiple lines of
business and direct the preparation of monthly reports that evaluate budget
to actual performance
Work with management reporting team to evaluate business drivers and
understand impact on revenue
Responsible for month end close and present work to senior management as
it relates to the Revenue and related expense
Direct financial/statistical modeling with ability to work with large amounts of
data and multiple scenarios
Builds and maintains financial models
Coordinate and perform tender analyses in conjunction with the business
proposal review process to include generating and/or validating
comprehensive financial projections, reviewing proposed contractual terms
and drafting alternatives for commercial negotiations, and briefing the
executive management team on related strategic issues
Conduct and coordinate due diligence on target companies and financial
integration of acquired companies as assigned
Lead, coordinate and perform labor analyses including compiling competitive
contract comparisons, developing labor models, and valuing contract change

Example of Senior Financial Analyst, Corporate Job
Description
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Direct, construct and complete financial analyses on profitability enhancing
opportunities and strategies, proposed changes to internal processes, and
new business strategies

Qualifications for senior financial analyst, corporate

Expertise in programming and relational databases using languages like
Python, Java, and UNIX Shell
Masters degree is required in Computer Science, Statistics, Math, or related
field
Previous experience with Variance Analysis, Budgeting, and Cash Flows
Experience in a role performing financial analysis job functions, including
budgeting, forecasting, planning and financial reporting (5 or more years)
Experience in a role using electronic financial modeling skills (2 or more years)
Experience in a role presenting financial analysis and recommendations to a
business unit leader (3 or more years)


